Middle Triassic conodont apparatus architecture revealed by synchrotron X-ray microtomography
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Abstract

The composition of conodont apparatuses is crucial for understanding the feeding mechanisms of these early vertebrates. However, the multielement apparatus reconstructions of most species remain equivocal because they have been inferred from loose element collections, guided by knowledge from rare articulated ‘bedding plane assemblages’ and fused clusters, often from distantly related taxa. Even these natural assemblages can be difficult to interpret because the component elements can be closely juxtaposed or embedded in matrix, making it hard to discern the morphology of the each elements and their relative positions within the architecture of the feeding apparatus. Here we report five exceptionally preserved conodont clusters from the Middle Triassic Luoping Biota, Yunnan Province, Southwest China. These materials were scanned using synchrotron radiation X-ray tomographic microscopy (SRXTM), revealing the morphology and positional homology of the component elements in the fused clusters. We confirm that the apparatus of Nicoraella was composed of eight types of elements, comprising a total of 15 elements. SRXTM reveals the positional homologies of the component elements, viz. a single alate element is located in the $S_0$ position, flanked successively abaxially by pairs of breviform digyrate $S_1$ and $S_2$ elements, bipennate $S_3$ and $S_4$ elements, and a pair of inwardly curved breviform digyrate $M$ elements. Carminate elements occupy the $P_1$ and $P_2$ positions. The apparatus of Nicoraella is among the most completely characterised of all conodonts and serves as a template for the reconstruction of gondollellids.
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1. Introduction

Conodonts are an extinct clade of putative jawless vertebrates (e.g., Donoghue et al., 2000), which occur abundantly in carbonate deposits from the upper Cambrian to the latest Triassic. Their tooth-like skeletal elements (oral denticles) have been widely
used for biostratigraphic correlation (e.g., Jiang et al., 2007, 2011), inferring evolutionary patterns (e.g., Chen et al., 2016) and palaeoenvironmental interpretation (e.g., Chen et al., 2015). Conodont apatite is also an important archive of seawater chemistry exploited in particular, to infer sea temperature through the Palaeozoic (e.g., Joachimski et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2012).

As ancient putative jawless vertebrates, the feeding mechanisms of conodonts, as reflected in the anatomy and architecture of their feeding apparatuses, have attracted considerable attention. Although several apparatus models have been reconstructed for different conodont species based on discrete elements, fused clusters, bedding plane assemblages and articulated assemblages associated with the soft-tissues of conodonts (Purnell and Donoghue, 1997, 1998; Orchard, 2005; Goudemand et al., 2011, 2012; Agematsu et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017), discrepancies remain among these models. In large part, this is because even in natural assemblages (bedding plane assemblages and fused clusters) the component elements are obscured by one another and/or the surrounding matrix. In this context, the application of non-destructive tomographic techniques can provide new opportunities to study conodont apparatus architecture, especially in the case of fused cluster natural assemblages, which have been under-utilised in attempts to reconstruct the architecture of conodont feeding apparatuses since the elements are so closely juxtaposed and obscured by diagenetic mineral crusts.

In order to demonstrate the potential of tomographic techniques for resolving conodont apparatus architecture, we describe five exceptionally preserved fused conodont clusters of Nicoraella from the Middle Triassic Luoping Biota, Yunnan Province, Southwest China. These clusters were characterised tomographically using synchrotron radiation X-ray tomographic microscopy (SRXTM) to resolve their morphology and apparatus composition. Our results allow us to test the reliability of previous reconstructions based on the same material using traditional SEM studies (Huang et al., in press), and establish constraints on hypotheses on the functional kinematics of conodont feeding apparatuses.
2. Previous applications of synchrotron tomography in conodont palaeobiology

The introduction of novel techniques of high resolution computed tomography has opened new opportunities in palaeobiology, and conodont clusters have been a focus of new palaeobiological and functional studies. From their first application, tomographic techniques have been demonstrated to have great potential, not only for apparatus reconstruction, but also for unravelling the function, development and evolution of conodont skeletal tissues. Several studies have used synchrotron-derived data to apply computational biomechanical techniques, including Finite Element Analysis, to inform debate over conodont element function. Several conodont groups have been studied, including the simple cone-shaped elements of *Panderodus* (Murdock et al., 2013a, 2014), the carminate P elements of *Wurmiella* (Jones et al., 2012a, 2012b), platform P1 elements of ozarkodinid conodonts including *Gnathodus*, *Polygnathus*, and *Pseudofurnishius* (Martínez-Pérez et al., 2014a, 2014b, 2016), and the icriodontid *Caucicriodus woschmidti* (Suttner et al., 2017). These studies have demonstrated that conodont elements performed a tooth-like function and that occlusal kinematics of conodonts are as disparate as their element morphologies.

The application of synchrotron tomography has also informed understanding of the evolution of conodont skeletal tissues and the phylogenetic affinity of conodonts. Murdock et al. (2013b) demonstrated the stepwise acquisition of euconodont characters from paraconodonts, rejecting the putative homology of euconodont crown tissue and vertebrate enamel, and demonstrating that these tissues evolved independently and convergently. More recent work has focused on the ontogeny of conodont elements, revealing the evolutionary processes that affected conodonts through their growth (Mazza and Martínez-Pérez, 2015, 2016). These studies also showed that the ontogenetic growth record of conodont elements can be used to discriminate homology from homoplasy. Evidently, synchrotron tomography is a powerful tool for investigating conodont ontogeny, ecology, evolution and phylogenetic relationships.

Finally, some synchrotron-based conodont analyses have focused on apparatus reconstruction. Goudemand et al. (2011) were the first to reconstruct a conodont...
apparatus using synchrotron tomography, based on a partial cluster of *Novispathodus* from the lowermost Spathian of the Tsoteng section (Tiandong County, Guangxi, China). Later, Goudemand et al. (2012), adding new material, confirmed previous *Novispathodus* apparatus reconstructions, but revised homology of the $S_{1-4}$ ramiform elements. Two key studies have attempted to reconstruct the apparatus of the earliest Triassic *Hindeodus parvus*. Agematsu et al. (2017), based on bedding plane assemblages from Japan, confirmed a 15-element apparatus, whereas Zhang et al. (2017), based on six partial clusters of *Hindeodus parvus* from the Shangsi section (Lower Triassic, Sichuan Province, Southwest China), suggest that the taxa reduced their dentition through phylogeny, eliminating the $P_2$ element position (but see Agematsu et al., in press and Purnell et al., in press). Finally, Suttner et al. (2017) described a cluster of the icriodontid *Caudicriodus woschmidti* from the Lower Devonian of Austria, showing an apparatus composed of one pair of icriodontan (I) elements and ten pairs of coniform (C1–5) elements.

3. Geological setting and the study section

Triassic deposits, represented mainly by the Feixianguan, Jialingjiang, Guanling, Yangliujing, Zhuganpo, and Xiaowa formations, outcrop widely in western Guizhou and eastern Yunnan Province, Southwest China (Enos et al., 2006). Exceptionally preserved Triassic fossil lagerstätten, such as the Luoping Biota, Panxian Fauna, Xingyi Fauna, and Guanling Biota are located in these areas. Among them, the Luoping Biota has been interpreted to represent a fully recovered shallow marine ecosystem after the end-Permian Mass Extinction (Chen and Benton, 2012; Benton et al., 2013). This biota is preserved in Member II of the Guanling Formation, which consists of nodular limestones, silty limestones, micritic limestones, and bands of dolomite, while Member I of the Guanling Formation consists mainly of mudstones and argillaceous dolomites with a volcanic ash bed (green pisolite) (Zhang et al., 2009).

Three quarries have been excavated to study the abundant fossil materials of the Luoping Biota, named Shangshikan, Menqianpo, and Xiangdongpo, respectively.
The Dawazi section (24°46′08″N, 104°18′48″E) is a naturally exposed succession, located near the Menqianpo quarry in Dawazi village, about 15 km south of Luoping County (Fig. 1). This section includes all of the fossil-bearing horizons of the Luoping Biota, mainly consisting of carbonate rocks, about 40 m thick, with a slight SE strike and 10° dip, interpreted as an inter-platform basin (Bai et al., 2011). Five units could be identified in the Dawazi section (Huang et al., 2011). Of these, Unit I (Bed 0), Unit III (Beds 69–74) and Unit V (Beds 146–167) are composed mainly of grey medium- to thick-bedded limestone and dolomitic limestone rocks with abundant bioclastics. Unit II (Beds 1–68) and Unit IV (Beds 75–145) are the fossil-bearing horizons of the Luoping Biota, composed of black laminated-bedded micrites intercalated with black siliceous concretions. Many exceptionally preserved marine vertebrates and invertebrates have been collected from these two units, including marine reptiles, fishes, and lightly sclerotized arthropods, associated with bivalves, gastropods, ammonoids, brachiopods, belemnoids, echinoderms, horseshoe crabs, cycloids, foraminifers, ostracods, conodonts, and trace fossils (Hu et al., 2011, 2017; Feldmann et al., 2012, 2017; Wen et al., 2012, 2013; Huang et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2017; Luo et al., 2017, in press).

Conodonts are abundantly preserved in the section, but the fused clusters have been recovered mainly from Unit II (Fig. 1B, C) (see Huang et al., in press for a detailed description of the clusters recovered from this section). The presence of the index conodont *Nicoraella kockeli* suggests that the Luoping Biota is Pelsonian, Anisian, Middle Triassic in age (Huang et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2009).

4. Materials and methods

Five fused conodont clusters were all collected from the Dawazi section. In particular, two clusters are highly compressed together without much intervening diagenetic mineral, and one of them represents a complete apparatus of 15 elements. The other three clusters appear to preserve aspects of their original three-dimensional arrangement. All the clusters were recovered from heavy liquid density-separation of
the residues from acid-digested limestones (Jiang et al., 2004). In order to interpret the pattern of elements in the apparatus, these clusters were scanned using SRXTM at the X02DA TOMCAT beamline of the Swiss Light Source, Paul Scherrer Institute (Villigen, Switzerland). The specimens were scanned using a 20x objective, with exposure time between 180 to 200 ms at 13-17 keV, acquiring 1501 projections equiangularly over 180°. Projections were post-processed and rearranged into flat- and dark-field-corrected sinograms, and reconstruction was performed on a 60-core Linux PC farm using a Fourier transform routine and a regridding procedure (Marone et al. 2010). The resulting volume has isotropic voxel dimensions of 0.325 µm. Slice data were interpreted and manipulated using the software Avizo 8 to extract the digital elements of the apparatus, at the University of Bristol. Virtual models were manipulated using the software Geomagic Studio ver. 12 (Geomagic, Rock Hill, SC, USA). All fused clusters are housed at the Chengdu Center of China Geological Survey, China.

Our description of the clusters relies upon prior knowledge of the biological axes which were inferred from the relative arrangement of the apparatus within the species and specimens that preserve associated soft tissue remains from which these axes can be observed directly (Aldridge et al., 1993, 1995; Purnell et al., 2000). Thus, we infer the cusps of elements in the S₀ and M positions occupy a rostrad position within the apparatus, and P₁ elements occupy the most caudal position; the anterior-posterior axis of P₁ and P₂ elements is aligned ventrally-dorsally, respectively; the cusps of the S₁-₄ elements occupy a ventral position within the apparatus, while their posterior processes occupy a more dorsal position (Purnell et al., 2000).

5. Results and discussion

Our data demonstrate that the apparatus of Nicoraella comprises 15 elements, with approximately symmetrical pair of elements in the S₁, S₂, S₃, S₄, M, P₁, and P₂ positions, and a single alate element located in the S₀ position on the median plane, confirming previous proposals based on SEM analyse of the extensive cluster collection recovered from the same levels (Huang et al., in press). Element
morphologies, relative locations and arrangement, are described below (Section 5.1 and Section 5.2).

5.1. Conodont clusters of *Nicoraella*

Two clusters are completely exposed without obscuring encrusting mineral (Figs. 2, 3). One cluster (pm028-20-wy1-C3; Fig. 2) is highly compressed, and composed of ten elements. One broken breviform digyrate element adheres to the rostral portion of the S array, and is easily diagnosed by the two pairs of hindeodellan elements overlapping the enantiognathiform element in dextral and sinistral views (Fig. 2A, B). The anterior of two S1 elements are clearly observed in sinistral view. The short inner lateral processes of the enantiognathiform elements can be observed from the ventral side. The S0 element is recognizable from an oblique ventro-sinistral perspective, with two short lateral processes.

The second cluster (pm028-18-wy1-C1; Fig. 3) is the most completely preserved. It includes all 15 elements of the apparatus, like other ozarkodinid apparatuses, namely nine S elements, two M elements, two P1 elements, and two P2 elements, with the opposing M elements flanking the ramiform S elements (Fig. 3). The ventral surfaces of the S2 to S4 elements are parallel to each other in dextral and sinistral views. The S1 elements are sandwiched between the two lateral processes of the S2 elements. A single S0 element is located in the innermost part of the cluster, and it is oriented at an oblique angle to all of the other S elements (Figs. 3–6). The dextral and sinistral denticles of the P1 and P2 elements are occluded, and they are fused to the S elements, connected by the only remaining process of the dextral M element. All denticles are partially broken, as shown in Fig. 3.

Three clusters are partly enveloped within the matrix (Figs. 4–6), preserving aspects of the original three-dimensional arrangement of the elements. One cluster (pm028-25-wy1-C1; Fig. 4) is composed of 13 elements, but most parts of the S elements are hidden in the matrix. The rostrad sides of the posterior processes of two M elements are exposed, but their cusps and lateral processes are lost. The S0 element is fully enclosed in the matrix, and only the two lateral processes are exposed. Two
prominent, long-cusped P\textsubscript{2} elements are fused together with the S array. The dextral and sinistral divisions of the S-M domains exhibit approximately bilateral symmetry in oral, ventral and dorsal views, but the sinistral and dextral S arrays are displaced along the rostro-caudal axis.

A fourth cluster (pm028-25-wy1-C2; Fig. 5) is composed of 11 elements, of which, two M elements and the sinistral S elements can be discerned, while the dextral S elements remain concealed by the matrix. Two denticles are preserved on the inner lateral process of the S\textsubscript{2} elements. The M elements appear to have settled on the same plane in sinistral view. All sinistral S-M elements occur caudad of their dextral counterparts, but the bilateral arrangement of the S elements is evident from the ventral side.

The fifth cluster (pm028-26-wy1-C1; Fig. 6) is composed of ten elements; all S and M elements are fused together by intervening matrix. The surface of the cluster reveals that the M elements were arranged at a ~120º inter-angle when viewed sinistrally. The dextral and sinistral S elements are arranged symmetrically in ventral and dorsal side views. The S\textsubscript{0} element is located at the middle of the S array, protruding slightly.

5.2. Components and structure of the Nicoraella apparatus

The materials viewed under SEM (Huang et al., in press) could only show external aspects of the clusters. It is hard to discern morphology when clustered elements obscure on another and are more or less buried in associated diagenetic mineral crusts. SEM analysis alone cannot resolve the three-dimensional arrangement of elements within the clusters. However, these characters of the apparatus are resolved clearly in the SRXTM data, and enhanced through manual computed tomographic segmentation such that the elements can be discriminated in their clusters (Appendix A). The element arrangement and their relative positions can also be clearly studied (Figs. 3–6).

The tomographic reconstruction shows that the clusters preserve aspects of the three-dimensionality of the feeding apparatus (Figs. 3–6), much more so than natural
assemblages described previously, almost all of which are collapsed or compressed into an approximately two-dimensional plane (Purnell and Donoghue, 1998; Agematsu et al., 2014, 2017).

The clusters display consistent and repeated patterns of element juxtaposition (Figs. 2–6), and we can interpret the morphology of each component in the apparatus in detail (Fig. 7). An alate \( S_0 \) element lies in the middle of the clusters (Figs. 2A, 3–6), its posterior process aligned oblique to those of the other \( S \) elements, with its cusp and antero-lateral process positioned rostrad of the rest of the \( S \) elements (Fig. 6). This kind of \( S_0 \) element normally has a long posterior process and crown-shaped lateral processes, its main cusp is located at the anterior end and it is connected with two short lateral processes by a small dentine. The posterior process is slightly bent or straight in lateral view, and there is a small basal cavity among the posterior and two lateral processes (Fig. 6D).

The \( S \) domain, composed of juxtaposed ramiform elements in the \( S_1-S_4 \) and \( M \) positions, includes a bilaterally symmetrical series of breviform digyrate \( S_{1-2} \) and bipennate \( S_{3-4} \) elements from adaxial to abaxial. The \( S_1 \) elements are located on both sides of the \( S_0 \) element, and bracketed abaxially by the \( S_2 \) elements. The \( S_1 \) element has a long cusp at the end of a long anterior process, a short inner-lateral process, and the basal furrow is narrow (Fig. 4G). The prominent cusp of the \( S_2 \) element connects with a long anterior process with discrete denticles, and a shorter, slender, inner-lateral process that can also be developed and recurved. The bipennate \( S_{3-4} \) elements are located abaxial to the \( S_2 \) elements, and are similar morphologically, with their cusp and denticles unfused, and the basal furrow narrow (Fig. 5C). Like the \( S_1 \) elements, the breviform digyrate \( M \) elements have a long anterior process and a robust cusp. However, the lateral process differs in possessing two to four small denticles behind the main cusp. The \( M \) elements are located abaxial of the \( S \) array.

The paired carminate \( P_2 \) elements are located between the \( S \) and \( P_1 \) elements (Fig. 3), with their anterior-posterior processes oriented approximately perpendicular to the processes of the \( S \) elements (Fig. 4D). The \( P_2 \) elements have a prominent cusp between their long anterior and short posterior process; the basal cavity is located one
fourth of the way along the element, and the basal furrow is narrow. The blade-shaped P\textsubscript{1} elements are located caudal of the P\textsubscript{2} elements; the cusp lies between a well-developed anterior process and a short posterior process. The denticles are fused; the basal pit is located at one fourth of the length of the blade, and terminally widened in aboral view. The paired P\textsubscript{1} and P\textsubscript{2} elements are oriented with opposing denticles, with the sinistral element in each pair positioned caudal to its dextral counterpart.

5.3. Implications for the *Nicoraella* conodont apparatus

During the last decade, synchrotron technology has been applied to solve many problems in palaeontology (Donoghue et al., 2006; Yin et al., 2015); there remains great potential for application in conodont morphology, structure, function, as well as resolution of debate over their biological affinity. Here, we confirm the composition and arrangement of elements proposed previously (Huang et al., in press), demonstrating that the apparatus of *Nicoraella* conforms to the standard 15-element plan shared primitively among ozarkodinin, prioniodinin, and prioniodontid conodonts (9S-2M-4P; Purnell and Donoghue, 1998; Purnell et al., 2000). Aside from the P elements, the ramiform (S and M) elements are very similar in the apparatuses of the superfamily Gondolelloidea, including *Novispathodus*, *Nicoraella* and *Neogondolella*. Further, the long-term problems of element morphology and relative locations of the S\textsubscript{1}, S\textsubscript{2} and P\textsubscript{2} positions are now clarified.

In previous reconstructions, the breviform digyrate elements of enantiognathiform and cypridodellan morphotypes were recognized as occupying the S\textsubscript{1} and S\textsubscript{2} positions, respectively (Orchard et Rieber, 1999; Kolar-Jurkovšek et al., 2005; Orchard, 2005; Sun et al., 2009), based on natural assemblages of *Neogondolella* from the Middle Triassic of Monte San Giorgio, Switzerland (Rieber, 1980). However, this assemblage is too fragmentary to assign the elements to homologous positions within the apparatus. Goudemand et al. (2011, 2012) attempted to resolve this problem based on partial clusters of *Novispathodus* and *Neogondolella* from the early Triassic of China and Switzerland. The breviform digyrate elements of cypridodellan and enantiognathiform morphotypes were identified as S\textsubscript{1} and S\textsubscript{2}
elements (respectively), but the clusters lack \( S_0 \) and \( M \) elements (Goudemand et al., 2011; Fig. 2A), making it impossible to establish positional homologies. Based on our more complete clusters, we can confidently interpret the \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) apparatus positions to have been occupied by elements classically described as cypridodellan and enantiognathiform, as well as confirming that the elements in the \( S_0 \), \( S_{3.4} \) and \( M \) positions as alate, bipennate and breviform digyrate, respectively.

The position of the \( P_2 \) element relative to the S-M array remains uncertain in \textit{Novispathodus}. Goudemand et al. (2011) infer these element positions to have been widely spaced, as in \textit{Idiognathodus} (Purnell and Donoghue, 1997, 1998), but there is no direct evidence for this in \textit{Novispathodus}. If the apparatuses share a similar structure to those in the superfamily Gondolellioidea, our evidence suggests that the \( P_2 \) elements in the \textit{Novispathodus} apparatus were located much closer to the \( S \) domain (Fig. 4B–D).

Finally, although some of our clusters appear to preserve aspects of their original three-dimensional architecture, based on SEM analysis (Huang et al., in press), it has not previously been possible to demonstrate this directly since aspects of cluster structure are obscured by element overlap and diagenetic mineral matrix. Our use of SRXTM has allowed us to fully characterize the relative arrangement of elements within the clusters, establishing element positional homologues and, thus, apparatus composition. In future, we will advance contemporary approaches to reconstructing apparatus architecture by physical modelling (Aldridge et al., 1987, 1995, 2013; Purnell and Donoghue, 1997, 1998), through virtual modelling based on accurate tomographic characterization of the elements within natural assemblages. In this way it will be possible to constrain and test established hypotheses of conodont apparatus function and, ultimately, aid debate over the phylogenetic relationships among conodonts.

6. Conclusions

Five exceptionally fused conodont clusters are reported from the Middle Triassic strata of Member II of Guanling Formation, Dawazi section, Luoping County, Yunnan
Province, Southwest China. Synchrotron microtomography has revealed the original topological homologies of elements in the apparatus of *Nicoraella*, clearly showing its element morphologies, arrangement, and number of elements in the apparatus. Accordingly, a new 15-element template is presented for *Nicoraella*, composed of a single symmetrical $S_0$ element, and pairs of bilaterally symmetrical $S_{1-4}$, M, and $P_{1-2}$ elements, and corroborating previous studies (Huang et al., in press). Although the new reconstructions are very similar to the apparatuses of other species within Gondolelloidea, the element morphologies occupying the $S_1$ and $S_2$ positions have been unclear. In this study, synchrotron tomographic characterization of *Nicoraella* clusters presents consistent and repeated patterns of juxtaposition, with the M element located outermost, $S_0$ innermost, $S_4$, $S_3$ and $S_2$ in a nested arrangement relative to this axial element, and the $S_1$ elements embraced by two short inner lateral processes of breviform digyrate $S_2$ elements. The $S_1$ and $S_2$ positions were occupied by cypridodellan and enantiognathiform elements, respectively. This new datum will be significant in attempts to resolve the classification and phylogeny of Gondolelloidea, allowing us to reconstruct accurately apparatus architecture and infer element functional kinematics. So far, our data represent the most complete clusters described to date, showing the composition and element arrangement in a conodont apparatus.
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Figure captions
Fig. 1. Location map of the Dawazi section in Luoping County, eastern Yunnan Province, Southwest China (A). The conodont clusters horizons in the Dawazi section (B) and their corresponding layers of the outcrops (C).

Fig. 2. Articulated conodont clusters from bed 20 in the Dawazi section (catalogue no. pm028-20-wy1-C3). All figures are scanned by synchrotron, from the sinistral (A), dextral (B), ventro-dextral with slightly oral (C), and ventral sides (D) respectively. Scale bar = 400 µm.

Fig. 3. Articulated conodont clusters from bed 18 in the Dawazi section (catalogue no.: pm028-18-wy1-C1). (A, B) Synchrotron images in dextral and sinistral side views. (C, D) Surface models corresponding to (A, B). Scale bar = 400 µm.

Fig. 4. Articulated conodont clusters from bed 25 in the Dawazi section (catalogue no.: pm028-25-wy1-C1). (A, C, E) Synchrotron images in the dextral, sinistral and oral side views. (B, D, F) Surface models corresponding to (A, C, E). (G, H) Surface models from the ventral and oral side views. Scale bar = 400 µm.

Fig. 5. Articulated conodont clusters from bed 25 in the Dawazi section (catalogue no.: pm028-25-wy1-C2). (A, B) Synchrotron images in the sinistral and oral with slightly ventral side views. (C–F) Surface models from the ventro-sinistral, sinistral, dextral and ventral side views. Scale bar = 400 µm.

Fig. 6. Articulated conodont clusters from bed 26 in the Dawazi section (catalogue no.: pm028-26-wy1-C1). (A, B) Synchrotron images in the dextral and ventral side views. (C–F) Surface models from the dextral, ventral, sinistral and oral side views. Scale bar = 400 µm.

Fig. 7. Skeletal plan of Nicoraella apparatus based on the cluster in Fig. 3 (catalogue
no.: pm028-18-wy1-C1). Topological scheme of notations is presented along with the elements respectively. Scale bar = 400 µm.

Appendix A. Different orientations of the single element figures of the Nicoraella apparatus splitting from the cluster of pm028-18-wy1-C1 in Fig. 3, and pm028-25-wy1-C1 in Fig. 4.
Component of the *Nicoraella* apparatus
Appendix A. Different orientations of the single element figures of the *Nicoraella* apparatus splitting from the cluster of pm028-18-wy1-C1 in Fig. 3, and pm028-25-wy1-C1 in Fig. 4.

Fig. A1. Dextral P₁ element from the cluster pm028-18-wy1-C1, showing the posterior, oral, right and left lateral, aboral, and anterior side views respectively.
Fig. A2. Dextral P₂ element from the cluster pm028-25-wy1-C1, showing the posterior, oral, right and left lateral, aboral, and anterior side views respectively.
Fig. A3. $S_0$ element from the cluster pm028-18-wy1-C1, showing the anterior, oral, right and left lateral, aboral, and posterior side views respectively.
Fig. A4. Sinistral $S_1$ element from the cluster pm028-18-wyl-C1, showing the posterior, oral, right and left lateral, aboral, and anterior side views respectively.
Fig. A5. Dextral $S_2$ element from the cluster pm028-18-wy1-C1, showing the posterior, aboral, right and left lateral, oral, and anterior side views respectively.
Fig. A6. Dextral S₃ element from the cluster pm028-18-wy1-C1, showing the anterior, aboral, right and left lateral, oral, and posterior side views respectively.
Fig. A7. Sinistral $S_4$ element from the cluster pm028-18-wyl-C1, showing the posterior, aboral, right and left lateral, oral, and anterior side views respectively.
Fig. A8. Sinistral M element from the cluster pm028-18-wy1-C1, showing the anterior, oral, right and left lateral, aboral, and posterior side views respectively.